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Abstract 

The bearings for a gimbal of a cryogenic upper-stage rocket engine are highly loaded, they are exposed to 
corrosive environment, and they have to cope with a wide temperature range down to cryogenic 
temperatures. A tailored single-row full-complement needle roller bearing design integrated by press fit 
mount technology was selected for this specific application. This paper describes the design 
considerations, the analysis approach, and the development test results of these bearings. 

Introduction 

Austrian Aerospace has the privilege to develop the gimbal for the next generation upper-stage engine of 
the ARIANE 5 Launcher family, the VlNCl engine. One of the key components of the gimbal are the 
bearings which 
- 
- 
- 

- 

are highly loaded by the engine operating loads and by inertial loads, 
are limited in space and mass due to stringent mass and envelope requirements, 
must tolerate considerable misalignments of the axis due to elastic deformation of the gimbal under 
mechanical load, and 
have to cope with harsh environmental loads and cryogenic temperatures. 

The chosen bearing is a tailored needle roller bearing with specially crowned needles. To transmit the high 
loads, the bearing pitch circle diameter should be as large as possible. This leads to a design with a 
bearing integrated by press fit mount technology to allow for an undivided bearing support to find a space 
and mass optimized assembly design. 

The design and dimensioning of the press fits was driven by the following constraints: 
- 

- 
- 

- 

- 

Maintenance of proper fit under any thermal load-case to prevent loosening of the bearing rings in the 
support when experiencing thermal gradients, 
The reduction of the bearing’s radial clearance during integration caused by the press fits, 
Elastic deformation of the race along the bearing axis due to the unequal stiffness distribution of the 
bearing housing. Such deformations may not disturb the radial clearance of the bearing. 
Roundness deviations of the race due to radial elastic deformation caused by the unequal stiffness 
distribution of the bearing housing. 
The unequal stiffness distribution of the bearing housing and the thin sectioned design also causes 
roundness deviations caused by the manufacturing process of the housing that sums up with radial 
elastic deformations due to the press fit. 
The design must allow the introduction of considerable axial integration forces during bearing 
insertion. 

- 

The development test results confirmed the chosen design. 
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Description of the Mechanism 

Bearing type 
Material of rings and rollers 
Lubricant 
Supplier of the bearing 

The main functions of the gimbal are to fix the engine in its defined position, to transfer the thrust and all 
inertial forces from the engine to the stage and to allow the gimbal operation. The gimbal consists mainly 
of an engine-side bracket, the gimbal cross, and the stage-side bracket, connected by two pairs of 
bearings. The distance between the gimbal interface plates amounts to 150 mm. Four single-row needle 
roller bearings allow gimbal motion about two axes. The development of these bearings is described in 
this paper. 

Single row needle roller bearing 
Cronidur 30 
Sputtered Lead by ESTL, UK 
FAG Kugelfischer AG, Germany 

A 

i 

Figure 1. CAD model and development model of the Gimbal, with uncovered bearings 

Bearing Type, Layout and Design 

Table 1 presents the main parameters of the bearings described in this paper. 

Table 1. Bearing Parameters 

Bearina TvDe 
At an early stage of the development, the decision for rolling bearings was made due to the low friction 
torque and the low wear of rolling bearings. The decision for a needle roller bearing was driven by the load 
capability of the bearing at a given envelope restriction. This lead to a one-row full-complement needle 
roller bearing design. 

The race of the outer ring is equipped with borders to position the needle rollers in the axial direction. As 
no lateral force transmission by the bearing is required, the races of the inner ring are not equipped with 
borders. 
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Diameter / Roller Lenath Ratio 
To achieve a certain static load rating, the bearing diameter increases if the needle length decreases. As 
considerable axial deflection between inner ring and outer ring was expected, a design with short needle 
lengths was chosen combined with a bearing diameter as large as possible to still have high load 
capability even if axial deflection occurs by spreading the load to a higher number of needles. Using 
shorter needles reduces also the impact of edge pressing. 

Needle Roller Diameter 
Investigations on the needle roller diameter were performed. It turned out that, computing the static load of 
needle bearings with different needle roller diameters while keeping the outer race diameter constant and 
also keeping the needle length constant, the load capability increased with decreasing needle roller 
diameter: 

However, the static load capability is not the only parameter to be taken into account. The friction moment 
of the bearings increases with the number of rolling elements. As this effect can not be numerically 
evaluated for needle bearings we relied on experience from previous needle bearings. The ratio between 
roller diameter and roller length increases with higher roller diameters leading to less friction caused by 
misaligned tilted rollers. 

Bearina Outer Rina Thickness 
To distribute tensioning loads, lateral loads, and torsional loads of the gimbal on a high number of bearing 
needle rollers, the stiffness of the load-transferring elements, which are the bearing housing and the rings, 
should be as high as possible. A comparison of different thickness ratios between bearing outer ring 
thickness and housing thickness within the envelope constraints has been performed. The inner diameter 
of the bearing outer ring and the outer diameter of the bearing housing (formed by the yoke) have been 
assumed as fixed. 

The comparison showed that the smaller the bearing ring thickness, the more stiffness is gained. The 
higher Young’s modulus of the bearing steel Cronidur 30 (208000 N/mm2) compared to the Young’s 
modulus of the housing of Ti-GA14V-ELI (1 10000 N/mm2) has less effect on ihe stiffness than a thicker 
rectangular section of the yoke of Ti-6AI-4V-ELI. No shear force transmission was assumed between the 
bearing and the housing in this comparison. Following this, the bearing outer ring thickness has to be as 
small as possible. 

The lower limit for the bearing ring thickness is a manufacturing issue. The ring thickness must stay above 
2 mm according to the bearing supplier. 

Bearina Inner Rina Thickness 
The bearing inner ring js supported stiffly by the gimbal cross, which is made of lnconel 718 (Young’s 
modulus 205000 N/mm ). Therefore, load transfer is not a driver for the inner ring thickness. The design 
driver for the bearing inner ring thickness was integration issues. The gimbal cross insertion process 
requires a relatively small shaft diameter. 

Bearina Sizinq 
The bearing pre-dimensioning was done keeping in mind above considerations and using standard 
formulas fo;full-complement roller bearings. The final bearing calculation (including Hertzian pressures in 
the roller needles) was then done using the results of the FEM calculation. 

A coefficient of static load f, of 0.7 was assumed as the application exhibits small angular oscillations and 
shock loads. The largest bearing that fits in the room given and having the necessary static load capacity 
was selected. 

Bearina Rina Desian 
The bearing inner side is not covered by the gimbal, so borders were designed to prevent intrusion of 
contamination. Shoulders on the outer and on the inner rings limit the travel during the axial insertion 
process. Figure 2 shows the gimbal bearing design: 
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Outer Rina Press Fit 
The operating temperature range of the gimbal is between 120 K and ambient temperature. A 
compression fit between the outer bearing ring and the housing, and the inner bearing and the shaft is 
desired at any temperature. 

The material of the housing is Ti-6AI-4V-ELI. The bearing steel, Cronidur 30, has a higher coefficient of 
thermal expansion than Ti-6AI-4V-ELI. This leads to a decrease of compression at lower temperatures as 
the bearing ring shrinks more than the housing. The compensation of this effect is done by a proper 
dimensioned compression fit between the bearing housing and the bearing outer ring. 

The dimensioning of this compression fit must also take into account the worst-case manufacturing 
tolerances; sufficient compression must still be granted even with the smallest outer ring diameter and the 
largest housing bore diameter. Combining the greatest outer ring diameter with the smallest bore 
diameter, the integration force of the outer bearing ring will increase. To keep this increase as small as 
possible, tight tolerances are given: P5 (9 pm) on the bearing outer ring and IT5 (13 pm) (in accordance 
with DIN 7151) on the housing bore. 

The housing bore diameter was chosen to still have compression even with the smallest outer ring 
diameter and the largest housing bore diameter at the lowest expected temperature. The seat 
dimensioning provides a compression of 8...30 pm at ambient temperature and 2...24 pm at the operating 
temperature of 120K. 

Inner Rina Press Fit 
A compression fit between the bearing inner ring and the shaft is desired. The material of the shaft is 
lnconel 718. lnconel 718 has a higher coefficient of thermal expansion than Cronidur 30. So the same 
thermal expansion situation as occurs between the bearing outer rings and the yokes also occurs for the 
inner bearing ring seat on the shaft of the gimbal cross. Also, for the inner ring fit, a compensation using a 
compression seat with tight tolerances is used: P5 (8 pm) on the bearing inner ring and IT4 (7 pm) on the 
shaft. 

The inner ring bore diameter is chosen to still have compression even with the smallest shaft diameter 
and the largest bearing bore diameter at the lowest expected temperature. The seat dimensioning 
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provides a compression of 21 ... 36 pm at ambient temperature and 2...17 pm at operating temperature of 
120K. 

Selection of Bearing Material 

The selection of the bearing material had to consider the demanding mechanical and environmental loads. 
Among the bearing materials, firstly the traditional bearing materials AIS1 521 00 and corrosion resistant 
AIS1 440C were studied. It turned out early that these materials do not have the required corrosion 
resistance for exposure to salt fog. A preliminary salt environment test showed severe signs of corrosion 
as expected for the AIS1 521 00, but also, although less severe, for the AIS1 440C. 

For this reason it was decided to use a better corrosion resistant bearing steel for the bearings of the 
gimbal: Cronidur 30. This material is a FAG-proprietary bearing steel that combines excellent corrosion 
resistance with high strength and durability [l]. A standard grade of Cronidur 30 was chosen that is also 
used on cryogenic applications of the U.S. space shuttle program. The corrosion resistance of this 
material was demonstrated in a salt spray test according to the Ariane standard salt spray test procedure 
that has a duration of 4 days. No signs of corrosions were visible. 

Selection of Bearing Lubricant 

Liquid lubrication was not possible as the gimbal operates at cryogenic temperatures. After a pre-selection 
among available dry lubricants the following candidates were identified: sputtered MoS2, sputtered Ag 
(Silver), sputtered Pb (Lead), blasted WS2 (trade name "Dicronite DL-5"), TIC coating, or an uncoated 
design. 

An early development test showed that sputterevhlead by ESTL, UK was the suitable solution. The results 
of the tribological tests were presented on the 37 Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium [3]. 

Design of the Bearing Support 

The design of the bearing support was driven by stringent envelope constraints and demanding stiffness 
specifications. To cope with the high radial loads on the bearings, it was desired to find a design that 
allows for a maximized pitch size diameter of the needles. A bearing support consuming little space was 
necessary and leads to an unconventional design solution for the bearing support: 

0 

0 

an un-divided yoke design, that requires axial insertion of the press-fit mounted outer rings, and 
thin walled outer bearing rings and yokes. 

The bearing support consists of a circular bore in housing that has varying stiffness along its 
circumference: It is thin walled at the lateral faces and it is rigid at the top and at the bottom of the bearing. 
Compression fits are used for the bearings to allow a design consuming little space while being more rigid 
than a conventional, separated housing clamped by bolts. 

Firstly the unequal stiffness distribution causes circularity deviations caused by changing cutting forces 
during machining. The weaker sections of the bearing support exhibit a larger diameter than the rigid 
sections caused by elastic deformation during the turning and grinding operations. These circularity 
deviations were measured to be 4.. .8 pm. 

Secondly, as described above, the bearing outer rings are situated within the bearing support using a 
compression fit. This compression fit causes radial load on the bearing support. This radial load deforms 
the bearing support made of titanium alloy. Deformation is larger in areas of the weaker sections than in 
the areas of the rigid sections. This circularity deviation, caused by elastic deformation was calculated by 
FEM analysis with 8 pm. 

The compression fit causes the outer bearing ring to follow these circularity deviations, so above two 
reasons lead to a circularity deviation of the race of the integrated bearing outer ring that has to be 
considered for the dimensioning of the bearing clearance. 
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Figure 3. Bearing Support (located in the gimbal yokes) 

Optimization of the Needle Roller Design 

The gimbal transmits the thrust of the rocket engine to the stage. This force bends the gimbal cross. The 
bearing inner rings are attached to the deflecting gimbal cross whereas the bearing outer rings that are 
attached on the gimbal yokes do not perform a corresponding deflection. This leads to a considerable 
angular misalignment between the axis of the bearing inner ring and the axis of the bearing outer ring. 

The bearing is not pre-loaded but has radial clearance. For this reason, the load distribution along the 
loaded bearing needle rollers is not constant but approximately triangular shaped. It was decided to study 
the load distribution in detail and to optimize the shape of the needle rollers to minimize the Hertzian 
contact stress. 

The load distribution was analyzed in a detailed FEM analysis of the bearings, which included a model of 
each needle roller within the complete gimbal assembly so that also the impact of the stiffness of the 
adjacent structure was adequately modelled. In this model, each needle roller was divided into sub- 
segments. Each of these sub-segments has adequate stiff ness and is equipped with gap-elements to 
simulate the bearing clearance. 

Figures 4 and 5 present a typical FE model of the needle rollers attached to the bearing inner ring, and the 
resulting load distribution within the bearings under worst case loads. This model was used to optimize the 
load distribution and reduce the peak values of Hertzian stress on the needle roller by local reductions of 
the stiff ness of the bearing support structure, and to predict the load distribution of the most loaded needle 
roller of the bearing. 

The resulting stress distribution was used as input for the optimization of the needle roller shape. An 
adequate crowning of the needle was defined by the bearing supplier FAG. 

Thus the bearing allows angular misalignment between the inner ring and the outer ring while transmitting 
the operational loads with permissible Hertzian stresses. 
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Figures 4 and 5. Finite element model of the needle roller and analysis result for the needle loads 

Dimensioning of Clearance 

To reduce the bearing friction torque it was required that the bearings have positive radial clearance 
during the whole operation cycle. A mathematical model was established that considered: 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The reduction'of the outer ring race diameter by compression of the bearing outer ring due to its 
compression fit in the housing. As the compression depends on the temperature, this value had to be 
evaluated for the whole operating temperature range of the gimbal. 
The increase of the inner ring race diameter by tension of the bearing inner ring due to its 
compression fit on the shaft. Also this value had to be evaluated as temperature dependent. 
The thermal elongation of the bearing steel, the Titanium alloy of the housing, and the lnconel 718 of 
the shaft. 
The manufacturing tolerances of the fit diameters of the outer ring and the housing as well as the 
inner ring and the shaft. 
The roundness tolerances of these diameters. 
The elastic deformation of the outer bearing ring in the housing due to the unequal stiffness 
distribution of the housing as described above. 

The clearance was evaluated for the whole mission profile, using the thermal model results to apply the 
appropriate thermal gradients. Figure 6 shows the bearing clearance results for the whole mission profile. 

Integration of the Bearing 

As highly pre-loaded compression fits are used for the bearings, integration by a press tool is mandatory. 

The gimbal yokes and the gimbal cross are fixed in a special tool. The complete bearing assembly, 
comprising of the inner ring, the outer ring, and 37 needle rollers is pressed axially into the gimbal 
assembly by a spindle press. To ease the press process and to prevent cold welding of the parts, all 
contact areas are greased with Fomblin Y 225 by Solvay Solexis, Italy. The residue is removed by 
cleaning after the press process. 

During integration, the integration force is measured by a load cell, and recorded. The press process 
stops when the measured integration force increases rapidly, which is an indication that the shoulders on 
the bearing rings are in contact with the according counter-faces of the housing and of the gimbal cross. 

Figure 7 shows a typical load trace as experienced during bearing integration: 
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Figure 6. Bearing clearance results for the whole mission profile 

Figure 7. Bearing integration force versus insertion depth trace 

The trace shows a continuous increase in insertion force as the bearing slides into its seat. It is overlaid by 
vibrations of the setup. At a sudden point, the integration force increases rapidly signalling the 
completeness of the integration process. 

Development Test Setup 

Testing of the bearing on bearing level was not considered necessary. The development testing of the 
bearing was part of the development test campaign of the gimbal assembly. For the development testing 
of the gimbal assembly, a dedicated test rig was developed and manufactured that allows applying the 
following loads simultaneously: 

0 

0 

Dry Nitrogen atmosphere 
0 Gimbal movement of ~ k 6 O  

Mechanical load, consisting of forces in longitudinal (X), lateral (Y, Z) direction and moment load, 
Thermal load, applied as temperature gradient between the upper and the lower gimbal interface 
plane, 
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During application of these loads the following measurements are continuously recorded: 
0 

0 

0 

0 Forces and moment load 
0 

0 

Friction torque of the bearings 
Deformation and clearance of the gimbal assembly 
Gimbal angle and gimbal count 

Temperature of the interface planes and of 8 measurement points on the gimbal 
Strain of the gimbal structure 

To allow measurement of the bearing friction torque under load and under low. temperature, a special 
design of this test rig was developed. The gimbal assembly forms one joint of a pendulum support. The 
second joint is a large spherical, case-hardened contact that has a very low friction torque compared to 
the bearing friction torque. The pendulum is equipped with a quartz measurement plate that measures the 
bending moment within the pendulum. Rotation of the gimbal assembly around a gimbal axis causes 
friction torque that induces bending moment in the pendulum. By measuring the bending moment, the 
friction torque can be determined. As the location of the quartz measurement plate is distanced from the 
gimbal assembly and it is thermally isolated, it is possible to operate the gimbal at low temperature while 
the quartz measurement platform is at ambient temperature, which is necessary for high accuracy friction 
torque measurement. Accuracy is 10 Nm, measurement range is 300 Nm. 

The mechanical loads, which are forces and a moment load, are applied by a computer-controlled 
hydraulic cylinder system consisting of three cylinders arranged on the test rig structure, which allows 
applying all the required load combinations. The loads are continuously measured by separate load cells. 
The gimbal motion is applied by a crank driven by an electrical motor that is supplied by a frequency 
converter to allow adjustment of the gimbal frequency. 

The individual temperature of the interface plates is controlled by two separate temperature controllers 
that control the flow of liquid nitrogen through pipes embedded in the interface plates. These interface 
plates are thermally isolated from the test rig structure. The gimbal assembly is placed in a housing that is 
purged with dry nitrogen during low temperature testing. Figure 8 shows a schematic view of the test rig. 

Figure 8. Gimbal Test Rig: Schematically View and Photograph 
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By testing the bearings at the gimbal assembly level, the bearings could be tested with representative 
integration such as the compression and the tension from the press fits, and with representative 
deflections of the rings and between the inner ring and the outer ring caused by the deflections of the 
gimbal structure under load. 

Development Test Resu Its 

The development tests comprised the environmental tests and the life test of the bearing. After these 
tests, the performance was verified as end-of life characteristic. An overload test concluded the bearing 
development test campaign. 

Environmental Tests 
Before the mechanical tests, environmental tests were performed to simulate on-ground and flight 
environmental loads such as dry heat, damp heat, thermal cycles in damp air, thermal shock and salt fog. 
The tests were performed in a climatic chamber. 

No visual degradation of the bearings was observed. The selected bearing steel Cronidur 30 did not show 
any signs of corrosion. The lubricant (sputtered lead) formed lead salt as expected. Particles of this lead 
salt escaped from the bearing as can be seen in Figure 9. 

A 

Figure 9. Formation of lead salt on the lubricated needle rollers, escaping lead salt 

The formation of the lead salt as a consequence of the environmental testing was observed before during 
component level testing of the lubricants. These results were presented at the 37th Aerospace 
Mechanisms Symposium [3]. It is considered acceptable as the lead salt acts as protective layer which 
encapsulates the underlying lead. The lead salt has lubricating properties and acts as a lubricant itself. 
Functional performance was verified during the subsequent performance tests. 

Load Test 
The bearings were exposed to the mechanical design loads at ambient and at low temperature. No 
structural damage occurred. 

Friction Toraue Test 
The friction torque of the gimbal assembly around one axis was measured. The result is the friction torque 
sum of the engaged pair of bearings. A lateral support transmits the lateral loads as the bearings support 
radial loads only. The friction torque of this radial support is also included in the results; however it is 
supposed to be negligible. 

The friction torque was measured at room temperature, and at low temperature, and result was well below 
the allowable friction torque. This means that the lubricant performed as expected even after the harsh 
environmental tests. 

Life Cycle Test 
The life cycle test was intended as a tribological test to verify the lifetime at worst-case loads and 
temperature. A thermal gradient simulating the worst-case operating interface temperatures was applied. 
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Figure 10 presents the friction traces during the test (friction torque peaks and cycle count vs. load 
cycles). Gimbal operations with the worst case non operating load applied and additional gimbal 
operations under the worst-case operating loads were performed. The bearing friction torque was 
recorded during this test. The friction torque keeps approximately constant during the load cycles. No 
significant increase in bearing torque could be observed. 

Figure 10. Bearing friction trace during the life cycle test under operational load 

Clearance Test 
The clearance was measured after the life cycle test as an end of life value. The measured clearance was 
within the clearance requirements and was according to the test prediction. 

Stiffness Test 
The stiffness of the gimbal assembly was measured. It is mainly determined by the bearings' stiffnesses. 
The stiffness was measured in all load directions: compression of the gimbal, tension of the gimbal, lateral 
force, and moment load on the gimbal. As the bearing stiffness is determined by the deformation of the 
contact between the races and the needle rollers, which is a Hertzian line contact, the spring rate is not 
constant. For this reason, the stiffness was predicted and evaluated for 50% and 100% of the maximum 
loads. Figure 11 shows a typical deformation versus load graph of the gimbal assembly. 

Flex Y-100% RT 

Figure 11. Deformation versus load graph 

The graph shows the deformation versus the load in both load directions, thus the hysteresis is also 
shown in the graph. While recording this graph, the load direction was swapped so that during at the zero 
crossing of the load the bearing clearance can be evaluated from the graph. 

As a result of the test, it turned out that the stiffness in longitudinal direction and in lateral direction met the 
predictions of the FEM analysis. However, the measured torsional stiffness was noticeably smaller than 
predicted. 
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The reason for this difference was investigated in detail. It turned out that the torsional stiffness strongly 
depends on the crowning of the needle rollers. The local rotation of the bearing housing is determined by 
the contact point of the needle rollers which is the point of torque introduction into the bearing housing. 

un-deformed shape 

Cardan 
cross 

connected 
with bracket 

Figure 12. Simulated deformation of the bearing housing and structural analysis model 

Figure 12 shows on the left hand side the locally rotated bearing housing, and its un-deformed shape. On 
the right hand side, a model detail of the structural analysis model is shown. Each needle roller is 
simulated by a row of 7 rod elements and 7 gap elements connected to each other. The rod element 
simulates the stiffness of the racehollerhace contact and the roller whereas the gap element simulates the 
radial clearance of the bearing. 

The load introduction point is as initially resulting of the structural analysis model of the gimbal assembly is 
marked with a full arrow. This analysis model assumed cylindrical rollers. The dashed arrow presents an 
expected point of load introduction into the bearing housing as can be assumed from the stiffness test 
result because of the crowning of the rollers. 

A refined analysis model was established to evaluate the impact of the roller crowning by variation of 
clearance along the needle similar to the real bearing needle shape instead using a cylindrical model for 
the needle rollers. It turned out that the calculated stiffness decreases due to this refined simulation of the 
needles. This could explain the test result. 

The needle shape is optimized for stress distribution and not for optimized stiff ness. 

Life Cvcle Marain Test 
To verify the friction and coating behavior under higher load, the life cycle test was continued. The load 
was increased up to 150% of the qualification load in steps of 10%. 500 gimbal operations were 
performed with each load step. 

Figure 13 shows the friction envelope traces in red and blue color, the counter in green line, and the 
compression forces (negative) in black color. The graph shows the envelope curves of the measurement 
platform torque which are not identical with the friction torque of the gimbal bearings themselves, however 
they are proportional. It showed that the friction torque increases nearly proportional with the increasingly 
applied test load. The friction torque kept far below the specified value even at 150% of the qualification 
load. The hardware under test showed no visible damage. 
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Figure 13. Torque traces of the gimbal assembly during the life cycle margin test 

Summary and Conclusion 

It was demonstrated that the gimbal bearings were adequately designed and dimensioned and that the 
tribological system is capable to sustain the environmental and mechanical loads and meets the related 
performance requirements. 

b 

b 

1. 

2. 
3. 

The sputtered lead coating on the Cronidur 30 substrate provides excellent tribological behavior in 
terms of friction and life even after being exposed to harsh environmental loads. The expected but 
unintentionally produced lead salt acts also as a lubricant. 
The un-conventional bearing mount design using press fit mounts proved successful however, a 
careful design was necessary as dimensional changes of the bearing rings occur due to elastic 
deformation and due to summation of manufacturing tolerances. 
The stiffness of needle roller bearing strongly depends on their axial alignment between inner and 
outer ring. The crowning of the rollers must be included in the structural analysis model to allow 
accurate prediction of the stiffness behavior. 
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